ITS TIME HAS COME

2018 GRAND CHEROKEE TRACKHAWK
IT’S TIME. HOW FAR, HOW FAST? MAKE EVERY MINUTE COUNT.

THE MOST POWERFUL SUV EVER®

*A note about this brochure: all disclaimers and disclosures can be found on the back cover.
SHEER ANTICIPATION. PERFORMANCE FROM THE INSIDE OUT.

Premium Laguna leather trimmed interior surrounding featuring leather wrapped flat bottom steering wheel with paddle shifters.

Embossed Trackhawk logos on front seats.
BREAKING SILENCE. IN THE TUNNEL, THE SOUND OF THE 707 HORSES THUNDER, SENDING CHILLS THROUGH THE NIGHT.

2:28 A.M.

6.2L SUPERCHARGED V8 ENGINE

707 HP

0 TO 60 MPH IN 3.5 SECONDS

THE QUICKEST SUV EVER.
FEEL THE ROAD. FINGERS GRIP. WINDOWS DOWN. MUSIC PLAYS. FOCUSED ON WHAT LIES AHEAD.
THE MORNING SKY OPENS. PRESS ON. TIME WILL NOT WAIT.
SIMPLY EXHILARATING. LEAN IN. OWN EVERY CURVE.
SUNRISE

FIND YOUR NEW DAWN WITH THE ALL-NEW JEEP® GRAND CHEROKEE TRACKHAWK AT JEEP.COM

A BRAND NEW DAY. THE QUICKEST; MOST POWERFUL SUV EVER.

CHASING DOWN THE DAWN